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Overview

▶ Study Purpose

▶ Services Inventory
What is an “Emerging Mobility Service or Technology”?

▶ Policy Framework
Guiding Principles (adopted June 2017)

▶ Evaluat ion Method
How should we measure alignment with our goals?

▶ Evaluat ion Results
How are emerging mobility services helping or hurting?

▶ Recommendat ions
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Emerging Mobility Services and Technologies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
autonomous vehiclesridesharing/carpoolingmicrotransit/private transit vehiclesbikesharecourier network servicese-bike/scoot shareride sourcing/ride hailingcarshare



10 Guiding Principles for Emerging Mobility
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Safety Transit

Congest ion

Sustainability
Equitable 

Access

Accountability Labor Collaborat ion
Financial 
Impact

Disabled 
Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In June 2017, the Transportation Commissions adopted these 10 guiding principles for meerging mobility services and technologiesbased on existing plans, strategies, policies Vision ZeroTransit FirstClimate Action



Evaluating Emerging Mobility Services

Safety

Outcome Metric

1
Operational Safety
Number of collisions per 100,000 service miles.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluation criteria broken up by …Outcome metrics –Directly related to outcome goals described in Guiding Principles(this is how we determine whether the services “align with the principles”



Evaluating Emerging Mobility Services

Safety

Outcome Metric

1
Operational Safety
Number of collisions per 100,000 service miles.

Policies and Design Features

2
Operational Safety
Service avoids in-app messaging and navigation during vehicle operation (during revenue 
and non-revenue hours).

3
Operational Safety
Safety training is required.

4
Operational Safety
Service has hours of service program for both revenue and non-revenue hours and 
checks DMV Record Duty of Service log.

5
Unsafe Driving Penalties
Service penalizes speeding, traffic tickets, blocking bicycle and pedestrian facilities, DUIs, 
reckless driver complaints, and leads to corrective action.

6
Personal Security
Service requires background checks of operators.

7
Personal Security
Service provides 24-hour service with a human response in a timely manner.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…and policy and design features - we can say whether the companies have implemented these policies or designsMany have a relationship to the outcomes we’re looking forOthers are more broadly related to the principle



Results Overview

▶ Pilots and permits lead to bet ter performance

▶ Inadequate data

▶ Opportunit ies for equitable access

▶ Conflicts with public t ransit

▶ Impacts on safety

▶ Impacts on congest ion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results of our evaluation determined that …the city does not have adequate data  As a Transit-First city, we do not know how the sector is impacting transit ridership, or our capital investments. BART to SFO as example - we have all the evidence to show ridership down, TNC up but don’t have evidence to show causalitywe do not understand how this sector is impacting travel mode behavior =  implications for congestion management. Academic research asserts that these services are reducing transit ridership and increasing vehicle miles traveled on city roadways. Sector has not implemented design features or polices that support transit. Many emerging mobility services rely on city rights-of-way and curbs but do not coordinate their use of city resources with public agencies. Lack of coordination has serious implications for the City’s Vision Zero goals and other safety concerns. On a positive note, many services operate in areas without transit, during late-night hours and on weekends = opportunities to increase mobility for people with disabilities and increase access for people underserved by transit. Overall, companies that conducted pilots with San Francisco public agencies ultimately received permits from the City and were ultimately more aligned with the Guiding Principles. We do not have a formal process to proactively incorporate new companies and innovative service types into city permitting and planning systems. 



Recommendations Overview

Partner: Proactively partner and pilot with industry

Measure: Collect emerging mobility data

Regulate: Regulate and recover costs

Bridge: Reduce mobility and access gaps

Priorit ize: Support and prioritize public transit

Enforce: Enforce safe streets

Price: Reduce congestion at curbs and on city roadways



SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

Questions?

Warren.logan@sfcta.org
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